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ntreadily be changed. An entrenched constitutional statement of
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Iil;i~F:status is of greater protection than one provided by statute.
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im~nr.f" of the judicial function
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efficiency and without undue delay".
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;7?A)ii:'r"'muneration and other benefits of office that should not be
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of the judiciary. That is a formula for
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'Penal responsibility: I do not understand this provision. A

be no higher nor lower in respect of ordinary crimes and

any other citizen. In most English-speaking

. judiciary has nothing whatsoever to do with the

criminal offences. Such investigation is regarded as
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principles apply to judicial officers however designated ie as

m"ni~trates or otherwise and, where a jUdge serves in the

lZfij'~"'rlf public prosecution. to such a judge.
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